
module: control charts

This is the main module, which allows data reading, addition of records

and the creation of their control charts.
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EGITRON
w e c a r e a b o u t y o u r p r o d u c t s

The EGITRON SPC Pro software was created to be used in Statistical Process Control. It allows a continuous improvement of the 

manufacturing process, with clear benefits to quality consistency, productivity and client satisfaction. This software was developed to 

be adapted to any factory that wishes to prevent non conformities on its products. It's a powerful and effective tool that will 

continuously improve the manufacturing process.

This software is based on the database development tools: Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL Server, and manages to combine 

the easiness of use and processing with secure data storage. 

It's a modular software, containing a main module - Control Charts (with a simulation feature) - and another optional module - History.

module: history

This module is an extremely powerful tool that allows the filtering of samples

data through multiple criteria (production order, machine, non-conformities, 

and so on) regardless of control charts. It also allows multiple analyses types.

automatic data acquisition from a variety of devices (digital scales, 
Mitutoyo hardware, hygrometers and MedCork)
easy connection with other automatic data acquisition equipment 
control records configuration, including the number and the definition 
of the features to control as well as the defining fields 
control charts implementation (XR, XS and P) 
statistical calculations about the control charts (Mean, Standard 
Deviation, Cp, Cpk)
control charts with nominal values or through deviations
table presentation and graphical display of control charts
frequency histograms
control of the temporal plane of inspection 
calculable and editable control limits
management of the history of changes on control limits
shifts management 
alarms with the possibility of automatic email delivery
management of the alarm reasons and the corrective actions
non-conformities management
printing of multiple reports (control charts with graphics and numeric 
values, records history, histograms, configuration tables, and so on)

Simulation: allows the addition of a data table and the related 
specifications. The software calculates immediately the corresponding 
statistical and control values (control limits, Cp, Cpk, Mean, Standard 
Deviation, and so on).



EGITRON SPC

* companies  
* sections 
* alarm causes 
* corrective actions 
* machine groups 
* machinery
* digital balances  
* jobs 
* users  
* user groups 
* shifts  
* alarm configuration 
 

main features

configuration tables

* measuring units 
* features to control 
* ware groups 
* specifications  
* configuration for sending emails 
* dimensions 
* wares 
* names of configurable tables 
* records of configurable tables 
* logotype configuration  
* general configuration  
* data acquisition hardware 
* records configuration
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server

client

net

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express (free version)

Pentium IV 2Ghz processor (or faster)
2GB RAM
2GB available hard disk space
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Sp1
Microsoft SQL Server 2005

Pentium IV 2Ghz processor (or faster)
2GB RAM
2GB available hard disk space
Microsoft Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7 or 8
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express SP1

Pentium III 1Ghz processor (or faster)
1GB RAM
500MB available hard disk space
Microsoft Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7 or 8

Pentium III 1Ghz processor (or faster)
1GB RAM
500MB available hard disk space
Microsoft Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7 or 8

Ethernet 100mbits Ethernet 100mbits

minimum requirements

security: software based on the relational database principle;
user friendly: friendly and intuitive user interface, allowing an easy configuration of several necessary parameters;
modular: full integration of several modules into a single program;
ease of analysis and processing of stored data: access to the records and control charts information in an efficient and simple way, 
and with great integration and information sharing;
multi-user: several users can work simultaneously and on different computers, for that the required user licenses should be acquired;
controlled access: different permission levels defined by user and protected with password;
open database: easy access to stored data by third party software such as Microsoft Excel or ERP software
 


